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Story

•  Powerful themes: growing up, finding friends, quest of identity, jealousy and change

• Cute and original animal protagonist

• 5,0-star-rating on amazon.de!

A new adventure awaits Panda Pai in Vol. 3.

Everyone loves Robert! That’s how it feels to Little Panda Pai, anyway – he thinks his friend Ruby the

Raccoon and the other residents of the wildlife park are all ignoring him in favour of the newcomer. It seems

nothing is too much trouble when it comes to making Big Panda Robert happy – he gets extra food, and

extra wardens, and he’s even appeared in the newspaper! But when Pai goes in search of new allies, he

comes across some animals that are so bad-tempered and ignorant that they make him question his own

behaviour. Does he really want to be as nasty to the newcomer as the narrow-minded badger?

Press commentaries

Press reviews for the series:

“Pai loses his prejudices and goes in search of his own identity. Lovely.”
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“It would be hard to find a book tackling the subject of origins and identity in a more appealing and

accessible way for this age group.”

buecherkinder.de

"A beautiful story about getting lost, self-discovery and self-confidence (…) that touches your heart."

Kinderbuchkiste on amazon.de

“Beautiful for reading aloud and suitable as a starting point for various following moves.”

German Foundation for Reading

“A gorgeous book with a perfectly implemented topic. Extremely recommendable!”

leser-welt.de

“A captivating picture book. The curious little panda hits the mark with children.”

damaris-liest-mini.de

More titles in this series

Red Panda Pai – On Silent Paws (Vol. 2) Red Panda Pai – Little Pai Goes on an Adventure

(Vol. 1)
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